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Much of the writing and editing of this volume occurred during the spring 
and summer of 2020 as we watched the unfolding global COVID-19 pan-
demic, the groundswell of Black Lives Matter protests, and the tearing down 
of many statues of historic personages. Never from the armchair-computer-
screen isolation of social distancing has the often-disconnected relationship 
between actual history and our roles as teachers and researchers of colo-
nialism, trauma, capitalism, and historical memory seemed more poignant. 
This book is a collection of studies that considers a question of the day: How 
does a society remember, critique, commemorate, and find significance in 
events, artifacts, and places of conflict and war? Within this question lie 
others: How do we best preserve and learn from painful historical memo-
ries while overcoming historical trauma? Why do some historical memo-
ries remain potent, while others are forgotten, revised, or erased? How can 
members of the same society inscribe such different significances into an 
event, artifact, or location? How does the construction of collective histori-
cal memory contribute to the dire and systematic class and racial inequali-
ties that characterize our times?
 Both of us grew up in New England and received professional training as 
archaeologists at the University of Connecticut working with Dr. Kevin Mc-
Bride and Indigenous communities such as the Mashantucket Pequot, the 
Gay Head Wampanoag, the Eastern Pequot, the Narragansett, the Nipmuc, 
and the Abenaki—the original sovereign people of the region prior to set-
tler colonialism and who still live there today. Our experiences in this work 
uncovering the material culture of seventeenth-century settler colonialism 
was profound. When the senior author was a child, one of the few visible 
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markers of Indigenous presence in Connecticut was the Pequot Motor Inn 
in Southport, advertised by a billboard on Interstate I-95 through the 1970s 
with a likeness of a stereotyped Indigenous person complete with a feath-
ered warbonnet. A probably well-meaning hotel proprietor cast a simple 
but ever so powerful meme that relegated the region’s original people to 
extinction, a terminal narrative invoked happily with culturally inappropri-
ate and offensive Hollywood Native American flair. It was thus a bracing 
and life changing experience to bring to light the buried remains of a past 
that was far more complex, nuanced, violent, tragic, and hopeful than this 
billboard would have us believe: an archaeological record that spanned over 
12,000 years but that also included the remains of settlements, battlefields, 
and fortifications relating to major seventeenth-century colonial conflicts—
the Pequot War (1636–1637) and King Philip’s War (1675–1677).
 Dr. McBride’s approach to this work was rare for the time. He did not 
draw a significant distinction between “prehistoric” and “historical” archae-
ology; in practice, they were considered part of a long cultural and his-
torical arc. Additionally, and again mostly by example, he encouraged his 
students to work for and with contemporary Indigenous communities, to 
learn from their perspectives, and above all to be of service to the questions 
and problems they had about archaeological topics and the management of 
culturally significant places (e.g., McBride 1990). We learned then what the 
authors of the studies in this volume practice today: archaeological work 
should be rooted in applied collaboration and service with living commu-
nities—particularly Indigenous ones—and this collaboration and service 
should acknowledge the trauma and consequences of both the initial era of 
colonialism and of generations of archaeological practice.
 Battlefield and conflict archaeology have likewise been part of our south-
ern New England archaeological work since the late 1980s, even if at first 
it was not conceptualized as such. The senior author recalls in 1990 buy-
ing, on a whim, Douglas D. Scott, Richard A. Fox, Melissa A. Connor, and 
Dick Harmon’s Archaeological Perspectives on the Battle of Little Bighorn 
(1989) at the Yale University bookstore. Again, without explicit theoretical 
drum beating, this work pointed out that the received historical memory of 
Custer’s defeat was flawed and tempered by the baleful drag of nationalism 
and erased genocide. Instead, these archaeologists clinically reconstructed 
the events of the battle by cross-referencing not only primary settler and 
Indigenous accounts, but by comparing these against the results of an ar-
chaeological survey that employed the at-that-time groundbreaking use of 
systematic metal detecting.
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 The Little Bighorn work had a profound impact on our field that con-
tinues to the present day: the forensic empiricism of battlefield survey, en-
couraged and funded by the American Battlefield Protection Program of 
the National Park Service, and the equal valuation of all primary sources, 
both written and oral, has informed our work on battlefields and conflict 
sites in Oregon and New England (e.g., Tveskov 2017; McBride, Naumec, 
Bissonnette et al. 2018; Tveskov et al. 2019). Again, such an emphasis on ba-
sic deductive empiricism and a holistic use of all available primary sources 
undergirds the projects outlined in the chapters in this volume.
 In our less self-aggrandizing moments, archaeologists acknowledge that 
in general we lag some years behind our sister disciplines such as cultural 
anthropology and history in theorizing our enterprise. Granted, an enthu-
siastic nerdiness for historical facts and technological detail and a fantasy 
of outdoor adventure and discovery originally motivated most archaeolo-
gists to at least some degree, to no shame. However, a real trap exists in 
battlefield archaeology when we allow ourselves to wallow in and fetishize 
the minutiae and detail of war and violence in the reified and rarefied name 
of science. War—institutionalized violence between nation-states or be-
tween nation-states and colonized Indigenous people—is profoundly and 
fundamentally violent and unjust. At its worst, the reduction of battlefield 
archaeology to an antiquarian-style hobby behind a masquerade of empiri-
cism only serves, not unlike a statue of a Confederate general, to support 
that injustice, rationalize that violence, minimize the lingering trauma of 
war and colonialism, and normalize the very system of class inequality and 
racism that unfortunately drives our world to the present day.
 This point is made by Christine DeLucia in her book Memory Lands: 
King Philip’s War and the Place of Violence in the Northeast (2018). DeLu-
cia—who authors this volume’s concluding chapter—does what archaeolo-
gists need to do: conceptualize the material record of war, violence, and 
colonialism not as a distant subject to be studied objectively, but rather as 
an active and critical construct in the meta-narrative of our lived experience 
today. DeLucia describes how the legacy of New England’s seventeenth-cen-
tury wars is everywhere: in historical society curios, shopping mall names, 
stone monuments, beloved colonial narratives, etc. Sometimes these are 
overt and obvious, sometimes less so, but all serve to craft “memoryscapes” 
that deny, obscure, but ultimately confirm the attempted erasure of Indig-
enous people and the continued systemic inequalities and traumas of our 
society. Although a historian, DeLucia’s work is archaeological in that it is 
focused on an exploration of place: how events and personages right here are 
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remembered, commemorated, celebrated, and revised through the palimp-
sest of time and through the kaleidoscope of conflicting interests and social 
relations of (unequal) power that are performed through those spaces.
 Through this lens, a 1970s billboard advertising a cheap motel using 
crass racial stereotypes on the side of a Connecticut interstate simply reas-
sured middle-class suburbanites that Indigenous people were safely distant 
in time and space. As it turns out, the Pequot Motor Inn and accompa-
nying billboard were located not far from a battlefield of the Pequot War. 
In July 1637, following earlier defeats in their home territory east of the 
Connecticut River, many Pequots were removing westward away from the 
English Colonies. English soldiers, hoping to capture Sassacus, one of the 
preeminent Pequot leaders, surrounded the refugees then concealed in a 
cedar swamp. Surrendering their noncombatants, the remaining Pequot 
were mostly killed, effectively ending the Pequot War and sovereign Pe-
quot power in southern New England (McBride and Naumec 2007). This 
tragic and unjust story was not part of the memoryscape of postwar New 
England, erased as it was in favor of a commodified Native American trope. 
This trope allowed members of the dominant society to be titillated by a 
touch of a vaguely exotic and dangerous past associated with the place that 
they lived, but relieved them of having to face any real responsibility or 
consequences for what actually happened in that place. The hotel sign was 
an artifact again much like a statue of a Confederate general whose removal 
is objected to based on it being part of a place’s history and culture. What 
remains “hauntingly absent” (as phrased by Mann in his chapter for a simi-
lar context) are the details and actual implications of that general’s actions, 
the context of how and why that statue was erected during Jim Crow, and 
the consequences of that statue’s continued existence to the maintenance of 
racist discourse and intergenerational trauma.
 Sometimes the violence caused by such commemorations is more overt, 
leading to community dispute and the invocation of painful feelings and 
trauma that simmers over decades. Two such commemorations include 
statues of Pequot War captain John Mason, long located at the site of the 
Mistick Fort in Mystic, Connecticut, that Mason himself ordered burned 
down along with 400+ Pequot inhabitants on 26 May 1637, and another of 
King Philip’s War captain William Turner, who led the slaughter of Indig-
enous peoples of all ages at the Great Falls on 19 May 1676 in present-day 
Montague, Massachusetts (see Bissonnette and McBride in this volume). 
The Mason monument was moved to Windsor, Connecticut, in the early 
1990s, where Mason lived at the time of the Pequot War—but not without 
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eliciting the negative emotions and heated contention as it long did in 
Mystic.
 In the mid-1990s, McBride, the late Brian Jones (the Connecticut State 
Archaeologist), and Bissonnette attended a town meeting in Windsor to dis-
cuss the fate, yet again, of the Mason monument. In attendance were people 
of color and those of Indigenous heritage professing the painful emotions 
they experienced every time they looked at it. They testified about what it’s 
like to drive by it every day, remembering the violent past and the murder 
of their Indigenous ancestors, the stress, and how to grapple with the idea 
of how to explain such a gruesome history to their children—a history that 
they would rather not remember—they wanted the statue removed. This 
inability to reconcile with the past (both for Indigenous and non-Native 
peoples) is part of the historical trauma of colonialism. When it came time 
to share a Pequot perspective on the removal of the monument, McBride 
voiced, “that should the monument be removed—they will forget.” They 
being the Colonial and even the Indigenous descendants, and the people 
who currently occupy these Pequot ancestral lands. To remedy this erasure 
of history, something must replace it, or add an equal counterpart to honor 
the Native warriors and fallen Indigenous brethren—a meaningful task that 
must be done with Native direction and community support.
 Many of the chapters that follow outline similar attempts at commemo-
ration and also describe how it is at times of war and conflict that social 
constructs such as of race and gender become most accentuated, most of-
ten in ways that are very distant from celebratory. Arnott et al.’s chapter 
describes how the Dakota spent over 100 years of difficult colonial inter-
actions absorbing newcomers into accepted social relations of obligation, 
reciprocity, and kinship, only to have this very diversity provide one of the 
main fault lines along which conflict erupted among the Dakota themselves 
when pressed by the force of mass American settlement of their homeland 
in the 1860s. Likewise, Tveskov’s chapter describes how one man—Eneas 
Thomas—lived easily among the settlers for years only to have his identity 
challenged and rewritten as a “half-blood” and a “renegade” when he raised 
objections to the colonial enterprise in the Oregon Territory in the 1850s. 
Ironically, his between-identity continues to harm; while other Indigenous 
leaders are heralded as freedom fighters and heroes in recent historical 
works, Thomas’s story remains sidelined.
 There is a danger in not coming to terms with our shared history and the 
experiences of conflict, a real vulnerability to genocide as recognized even 
by the World Health Organization (United Nations 2014). We have heard 
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it before: if we fail to recognize the past, we are doomed to repeat it. If we 
do not understand the specifics, mechanisms, and social experiences lead-
ing up to, during, and after genocide, we cannot prevent it from happening 
again. Genocide does not happen overnight, it is the building and boiling 
up of conflict, and the traces of that building conflict are sometimes subtle 
and often erased and simplified in historical memory. A modest step toward 
healing, we believe, is through the collaborative practice of conflict archae-
ology to understand the details of war clearly and to reclaim and fortify 
Indigenous and other marginalized or erased voices: collective engagement 
with the physical mementoes, artifacts, and places within memoryscapes of 
war with living communities (Tveskov et al. 2019, Moreira et al. 2018; Mc-
Bride 2006; see Bissonnette and McBride; Arnott et al.; Cobb et al.; McKin-
non et al.; DeLucia in this volume). This collection presents studies based 
on several such projects, and their subjects span the American colonial and 
imperial enterprise broadly in space and time, and attempts to look be-
yond the forensic and tactical examination of individual battlefields into a 
broader investigation into the experiences of conflict for all involved—in 
the past and in the present.
 The chapters are arranged chronologically, beginning in the seventeenth 
century with four studies of colonial wars with Indigenous people. In “The 
Changing Shape of Chickasaw and European Battlefield Narratives,” Charles 
Cobb, Brad Lieb, and Lokosh (Joshua D. Hinson) describe the first recorded 
conflict between the Chickasaws and the invading Europeans that led to 
the expulsion of Hernando de Soto’s Spanish expedition from northeastern 
Mississippi, and then, nearly two centuries later, the Chickasaw’s defeat of 
French-led forces. To the north, Ashley A. Bissonnette and Kevin A. Mc-
Bride reconsider one of the most significant but also misunderstood battles 
in the wars of colonial New England. Their chapter, “The Battle of Great 
Falls/Wissantinnewag-Peskeompskut: Historical Trauma and the Legacy of 
King Philip’s War (1675–1677)” covers the devastation of King Philip’s War 
(1675–1677)—the most fatal conflict in American history proportional to 
the population, and that conflict’s decisive battle.
 The Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and the Spanish Reconquest of New Mexico 
(1692–1694) are the subject of Matthew Liebmann’s chapter “Hauntology, 
Hagiography, and Archaeology on the Battlefields of 17th-Century New 
Mexico.” Liebmann investigates the historical memories of miracles left 
behind by the Spanish soldiers and their Pueblo opponents, miracles that 
purportedly shaped the outcome of these conflicts. Rather than dismiss-
ing these accounts as fantastic, Liebmann asks how stories of battlefield 




